ONLY SOME OF THE
EVENTS PROVEN TRUE SINCE AND AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT OF PUBLISHING THE HIDDEN TEXTS

My dear beloved brother gave me a book for yuletide titled The MOST FAMOUS FAILED PROPHECIES.
As you all know it is not I who has provided the Hidden Texts in the notorious quatrains – it is Nostradamus!
Any topic that may have seemed to have failed in the Hidden Text quatrains – has done so because either it is not due yet or I have made errors in the translation of the intention.

On the spur of the moment I tried to conjur up from memory those events which HAVE occurred – and I am sure you will be just as interested as I to reiterate a few. These are only those which came to mind, I have no intention of reading over two hundred pdfs to chase up every single one of them. So we are speaking about a very rough stab at the job...

These events have not been placed in any order of any kind and are by no means a complete list:

1. We can start with the TWIN TOWERS DECEIT which was written in the PAST TENSE knowing the Hidden Texts were not going to be found until 2006 or at least until long after 2001.
2. THE EXACT MANNER AND EXACT DAY OF THE CAPTURE OF SADDAM HUSSEIN
3. & HOW NOSTRADAMUS HOCUSSED HITLER
4. WATERWORLD 2010 and ONWARDS .... WORLD WIDE FLOODING

   “IMPLY PERU REARS A.M. PERU SLIP APRIL MAY MY MER (*my* meaning in French - ocean) REARS”
   This information is exactly what is stated in the forum “PERU SLIP” so this is one that has not happened - yet.

5. NEGRO PRESIDENT
6. CHEMTRAILS & HAARP
7. APRIL 2010 GULF OIL SPILL
8. MARCH EQUINOX FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR ACCIDENT 2011 The exact day and year
9. THE FIRST CME JUNE 2011
10. TWO SUNS AUGUST 2011 and others
11. ETNA AUGUST 5 2011 AS THE “PRIMER”
12. WALL STREET AND THE BEGINNING OF CRASHES SEPT 20 2011

MURDER RUMORED [this did happen] – (to ME) – RUE THE LEASE [yes] – (ME)
LIGNOCaine CURED HARDY ARM PAIN ... ENTER PARQS, NOSE PEEL – [true, my nose was removed and the forehead made another]
BERATE VERTEBRAE EASTER [true/tractor accident] – ACHILLES TENDONS [true – failed operation]

ARCHER SEES VAINEST SEARCH,
BERATES VERTEBRAS EASTER
SEES RAVESTEIN BARS (*bad angels* from Ursa in Cancer) AS ARAB ANARCHS
AGENT SELL BOYS STOLEN [BREAD]
BARBA ENTANGLES, ASCHERA CRASHES STAVE [January 21 – February 17] [April 15 - May 12]

APRES combat et bataille navale
HARMED DIARRHE, HARDIER ARM PAIN
MAIN CRUST QUIET UUEAQ.. A. [Dec 21/22
PERMIAN QUITE ARID.
'TSUINAMI, PUTANISM A CUR HREIDMAR MANUSCRIPT

PERMIAN = age of marine reptiles
WEAK CRUST = volcanoes, quakes
PUTANISM ACRUle
HREIDMAR King of Norse dwarves
3 16 1 Un prince Anglais Mars a son coeur de ciel

LOSING ARM CARCINOGEN
LIGNOCaine CURED DIARRHE PAIN
HARMED ORGANISM.

UNBELIEVABLE!!! May 26th 2009

5 14 1
ENTER LONE AESOP [story teller]
NOSE PEEL, PAGES STREAM – (Nose peel – what a wonderful description!)
ELSE FIT OPEN RELEASEMEN
POLES SEEN – SLEEP EON

5 14 1
PEELS OPEN – SEEN LOSE, (true- the nose did peel off after the doc gave the wrong meds)
PAGES STREAM – ELSE (otherwise) FIT OPEN RELEASEMEN
5 81 3 Mur d'Orient cherra tonnerre esclaire

ARCHER HC MURDER RUMORED
IN HER DOCTRINE ORDERS [of] RARE ETHNIC (The Quran QUARAN)
RECLAIMS MIRACLES MARIE, CERES (the two asteroids due and which arrived December 13 2012)
NO ENTRE [in] R - NONE CHARTER (R date is Nov 25 – Dec 22) SAYING NO ONE NOTICED THE MIRACLE
ON (Oannes) ETHNIC NINE (Ennead) ET RETRENCH

SAYING IT WAS THE OANNES AND THE ENNEAD WHO “RETRENCHED” the days of the Earth by 40 minutes, so the asteroids would miss
ARCHER SEER [Nostradamus] N (Eridanus) ‘R’ (Draco) ORIENT SAYING NOSTRADAMUS SAW THEM ORIENT the Earth
RE: REINS. (Auriga) [in] N. (N=Ash date Feb 18 – Mar 17)
   Rumour HC “murdered” Yes – son in law overhead squatters we had in the paddocks - plotting!
   R being ‘Draco Other Worlders

2 59 1 Classe Gauloise par appuy de grande garde
ASGA’D APPRAISE LOUISE AGENDA - POLARISE, UPPED ASSUAGE DANGER
EULOGIAS (skull & bones) ARRANGE DEGRADE OIL USAGE
APPEARS PERSIA (Iran) CLASS Unready SCALES REED
SOLOUISE the name of any asteroid In Norse religion, Asgard is one of the Nine Worlds (Ennead) and is the place of the Norse Gods
   (Vanir = Cassiopeia planet)
SCALES pun for the reptilians & means in Libra REED Oct 28 – Nov 24

6 83 1
PARCS ILL SHORTER ACHILLES - HURT CRAUULED
ENCOUNTERS TRUE QUAY, CLUE NONE CARESES
T [Ursa] RHOETUS SEED HELICAL, [solar flares] PAROS
SEE TRUNCHEONED (by CME) CAR [Capricorn] YULE
7 1 1
PARCS CRAUULED A. (Dec 21/22 just before operation)
SHORTER ACHILLES ROPES [tendons] HURT - CHILL
10 36 4
AGENT PARENT APPERTAINS ACHILLES - PRINT CHANGES: TRY PAIR AN PATTERN, PAIRS NINE = Treaty nine (yes: the Anun.nakim, Ennead and the treaty)

13. ADVERTISING OF FREE POWER KECHE FOUNDATION PUBLIC FIRST WEEK SEPT 2012

14. PIE IN THE SKY (My favourite)
3 45 1 Les cinq etranges entrez dedans lie temple.

EDDA REGENTS ENTERS PI ELM (Sep 2 - 29) CQIN [2012]
STRANGE ELEMENTS AGENTS PER EL angels
Zee (Cassiopeia) Lineqas A.D. ENDS SINCE [after]

EDDA [Nordic] REGENTS ENTERS PI ELM (Sep 2 - 29) CQIN [2012] This is telling exactly who it was which performed the
amazing PI in the Sky in the following videos – on the date stated here – September 12th 2012

The five strangers enter in the temple (Nibiru & four planets)
EDDA REGENTS are the NORDICS and/or the 1S
Zee means those from Cassiopeia, who are in league with 1S
Pi or Phi appears in numerous crop circles – the COCHLEARY
The “winding down” of Anno Dommini
15. SANDI HURRICANE HALLOWEEN 2012

16. THE TWO ASTEROIDS WHICH BYPASSED DECEMBER 13 2012 DUE TO:
THE “MIRACLES REFLECTED” (OF THE DAYS BEING CUT SHORT PLACING EARTH OUT OF HER ORBIT AND OUT OF HARM’S WAY OF THE TWO ASTEROIDS WHICH DID ARRIVE DECEMBER 13TH 2012, ST LUCY’S DAY)

17. CUBE UFOs NEAR THE SUN DECEMBER 2012 and “FILIAL LORD PARHELIA HARE” when an object shaped like a cross made of cubes appeared next to the sun May 2011 – year of the Hare, FILIAL because we were bred from their DNA

18. “OCEAN STREAM IS STREAM NOT” ~ DECEMBER 2012: THIS COULD EVEN BE THE WORLD ALTERING MAYAN EVENT ~ KEPT VERY QUIET ON THE MAIN STREAM MEDIA. HOWEVER, IT DOES EXPLAIN THE EXTREME WINTER CONDITIONS

During the last week of December 2012 I read that the ocean current passing Norway had stopped. That piece of news has simply disappeared – I am still looking for it

**Norway Current**, branch of the North Atlantic Current, sometimes considered a continuation of the Gulf Stream (issuing from the Gulf of Mexico). The Norway Current enters the Norwegian Sea north of Scotland and flows northeastward along the coast of Norway before flowing into the Barents Sea. With subsurface temperatures ranging from 46°F (8°C) in the south to about 39°F (4°C) in the north, the current exerts a moderating influence on the climate of Norway and northern Europe. The main flow of water reaches a velocity of about 0.5 knot and is dispersed westward in eddies that meet those of the southwest-flowing East Greenland Current. This thermal mixing of the water creates excellent fishing grounds, especially around coastal regions of the Faroe and Shetland islands and of Norway.

19. RED SUN FIRST SEEN IDES OF MARCH 2012 (PHOTOGRAPHED BY DEBBIE & STELLA HEAP)

During the last month of March 2012 I read that the ocean current passing Norway had stopped. That piece of news has simply disappeared – I am still looking for it.

**Norway Current**, branch of the North Atlantic Current, sometimes considered a continuation of the Gulf Stream (issuing from the Gulf of Mexico). The Norway Current enters the Norwegian Sea north of Scotland and flows northeastward along the coast of Norway before flowing into the Barents Sea. With subsurface temperatures ranging from 46°F (8°C) in the south to about 39°F (4°C) in the north, the current exerts a moderating influence on the climate of Norway and northern Europe. The main flow of water reaches a velocity of about 0.5 knot and is dispersed westward in eddies that meet those of the southwest-flowing East Greenland Current. This thermal mixing of the water creates excellent fishing grounds, especially around coastal regions of the Faroe and Shetland islands and of Norway.

In the third month, at sunrise, MARCH
Wild Boar*, Leopard oppose field regarding Mars (planet)
(Field is Pegasus, the Marcabians, in treaty with the U.S. military)
The fatigued Leopard looks towards heaven (for help?)
and sees an eagle playing around the sun (Eagle is Anu)

*BOAR is/was Shah-Pig is Delphinus in Aquarius...LEOPARD was once Lupus the Wolf; Mars may mean Mars and not combat here. Is there a Marsfield involved? There is a Marsfield near Sydney and a Field of Mars. There is a Champ de Mars in Paris. This seems part of the star wars scenario.

Photo taken from Sydney March 15 2012 at sun rise
by Stella Heap

Nibiru is supposed to be a red dwarf star.
The Erid.anu are in league with the Anu –
Either of which are said to be the Eagle headed winged man, as the Nephilim are represented. The Nephilim are a by product of the Anu (as we call them)
20. HOT WINTER 2011 – THEN “HEATING YEAR” THEN ICE AGE

21. Illustration in ETNA ATEN pdf

On the left an appearance at the lower left limb of the sun March 14 2012 per 10 92 4 below On the right the date is May 28 2012. Taken from a video of a dark sphere hovering in front of a severe CME – almost as if shielding the Earth from its force. noting this is IN GEMINI as stated in the lines...2 16 1. 4 29 1. 112 2. 3 32 2. 5 97 2. In the forum GRAND PULSE cont’d

---

1 58 1 Tranché le ventre naistra avec deux testes
RETAIN EXECUTED TEXTS –
TRANSIENT HERCULEAN
TREATS UXED TRANCHES
TEXTUS ISTAR NITRATES EN A
ELEVENTH STAR STRAITEN
LUMINISED DEMON PASSES
VENERANT ACTUARIES
HERCULEAN EVENTS
ELEVENTH STAR

The asteroid is supposed to split in two

6 61 1 Le grand tappis plié' ne monstera

---

10 92 4 Gisant le chef au milieu comme un tronc
ETHNICAL SALIENT C GIANTS CASTING
STEALING, ING ~ HELICE CASING
FUL AIM CISELEITHAN FAMULI (Hungarias)
VERMONT (to) CHILE
UIUILEM LII COGNISANT CO

---

10 92 4 Salient ethnical giants casting « stealing helical casing »

---

C = Ophiucus. ING = harvest C is also Nut: March 22 - 31
HELICAL CASING: either DNA or an atmosphere
CISELEITHAN: Austrian FAMULI: close attendant
this would be the Hungarian asteroid belt
WILLIAM the He Rod assistant of Nostr. knows about the corporate

---

*Message from The Pleiades - The Adrain Interview - Part 2 - Inicio

www.bibliotecapleyades.net/pleyades/esp_pleyades_12b.htm

Sean: But there’s no battle happening between the asteroid ...

Adrain: A meteor that is going to hit the Caribbean.

Sean: But, you don’t have any idea as to when?

The dates in the ETNA ATEN THERA forum seem consistent with the March equinox, Easter at the End of March, and April 22. Etna actually DID commence activity March equinox 2011! Will the supervolcano under Etna set off other things?
10 92 4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc
1. SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING
2. STEAL - ING, HELICE CASING
3. CHILE (to) VERMONT ING ~
4. UUILIEM LII COGNISANT COC
5. FULL AIM CISLEITHAN FAMULI (Hungarias

EXPLANATION: above
1. SALIENT: most important = the Anun.nakim ING = harvest
2. HELICAL CASING: either DNA or an atmosphere (of the sun)
3. CHILE to VERMONT – false rapture following Adrain’s asteroid*
4. WILLIAM52, attendant to Nostradamus knows about the cockerel, a key word for those of Puppis in Argo, possibly the giants, part of the second coming of the “unholy six”...
see MAZZAROTH-MIZRAIM by Miss Frances Rolleston
5. CISLEITHAN: = Austrian FAMULI: close to this would be the Hungarias asteroid belt AIMED

Above: “Oxen (IN OR FROM TAURUS) shall by their horns (ENKI) protect the fire (SUN, SEE HORNS NEXT TO SUN) from death:- THE FIRE IS THE SUN
Behold a thing which is valued the less the more one has need of it. ADVICE.
And many have made a trade in deceits and feigned miracles, cozening the foolish herd, and if no one showed himself cognizant of their deceits they would impose them upon all.
THE CHANNELLERS – FALSE RAPTURE OF THE LANTERN
The fierce horns of powerful bulls will protect the light (SUN) used at night from the impetuous fury of the (SOLAR) winds….

From Leonardo da Vinci

10 92 4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc

10 92 4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc
SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING
STEALING HELICE CASING
CHILE ~ VERMONT ING
FUL AIM CISLEITHAN FAMULI
UUILIEM LII COGNISANT COC

*The Adrain event. Sean Morton

10 92 4 Gisant le chief au milieu comme un tronc

1. SALIENT ETHNICAL GIANTS CASTING
2. STEAL - ING, HELICE CASING
3. CHILE (to) VERMONT ING ~
4. UUILIEM LII COGNISANT COC
5. FULL AIM CISLEITHAN FAMULI

(Hungarias – asteroids)

June 30 2012
Youtube ‘Strange objects near the sun”
OF THE LANTERN da Vinci

The fierce horns of powerful bulls will protect the light (SUN) used at night from the impetuous fury of the (SOLAR) winds.

THOSE FROM ERIDANUS (THEY HAVE HORNS) WILL PROTECT AND KEEP US SAFE FROM THE SOLAR WINDS

24.

5 87 4 from DESPAIGNOLES

GALE, EDISON (C.M.E.) P. (Peleus/Anu December 23) ANGELS POISED (for false rapture ?) SEE “CUBE UFOs” pdf

DO GALES in PINES. DOES GALE PINES GALE IS DONE PS (again)

GALES IN DOE (Capricorn) GALE EAGLE

(Eagle is a Celt date following Capricorn)

ODE SPINS OS, GALE SPIN GALE, E D (Tuesday to Friday or Friday to Tuesday) (OS is Capricorn)

SPIN DOES GALE. PS GALE DOES SPIN

EAGLE POSES DIN GALE DISPOSE N (Celt ASH = Feb 18 –Mar 17)

GALES IDES [of March – in Pisces] OD(d) GALE PINES*

*Feb 19 to Feb 28

*Aug 24 to Sep 02 PINE: also Sept 2 – Sept 29

Cypress pines Jan 25 to Feb 03

Cypress pines July 26 to Aug 04

Breaking: Huge Tornado Flattens Adairsville, Georgia (Video)

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 10:59 Before Its News

ETNA ATEN THERA – does it begin in earnest?

January 31, 2013 – ITALY - It looks like we may be in for an earth-shattering explosion. A dormant super volcano appears to be stirring under the Phlegraen Fields of Naples in Italy. Rising soil temperatures and surface deformation in the area have alarmed seismologists. In the distant past, volcanic super eruptions caused global climate change responsible for mass extinctions of plant and animal species. So far, scientists are unable to model the potential consequences of an awakening supervolcano. Latest studies show that the Phlegraen Fields have actually been swelling above sea level at a rate of 3 cm per month. Micro quakes and large amounts of gases accumulated in soil indicate that the volcano may be preparing to erupt, says Vladimir Kiryanov, Assistant Professor of Geology at the St. Petersburg University. “The Phlegraen Fields is a supervolcano. Yellowstone in the United States and Toba in Indonesia are also super volcanoes capable of spewing more than 1,000 cubic km of magma. These are catastrophic eruptions. There was a huge volcanic eruption in the Phlegraen Fields some 30,000-40,000 years ago. Volcanic ash from that eruption is still found in the Mediterranean, Bulgaria, Ukraine, and even in Russia. We are now seeing the expansion of a magma pocket, which means that there might be an eruption at a certain time.” Super eruptions of such magnitude may produce the so-called “volcanic winter” effect when sulfur gases and ash will reach the stratosphere and cover the globe with thick ash clouds that solar rays will be unable to penetrate. Condensed sulfur trioxides will react with moisture, forming sulfuric acid. Downpours of sulfuric acid will hit the Earth. Scientists have obtained new evidence of a similar cataclysm following the eruption of the Toba super volcano on island of Sumatra in Indonesia about 74,000 years ago. But today, things promise to be even more devastating. Suffice it to recall the havoc wreaked by a minor increase in volcanic activity in Iceland in 2010 on air transportation over Europe. Super eruptions occurred so rarely that it is virtually impossible to calculate the approximate time span between the first and last stages of a future potential eruption. In the 1970s, the Phlegraen Fields inflated by more than 50 cm. There were even cracks in house walls. But then the process slackened. Apparently, the fact itself that a magma chamber is being filled with magma may or may not signal any immediate eruption. Alexei Sobisevich, laboratory chief at the Institute of Volcanology and Geophysics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, shares his view: “It actually seems to be a long-term precursor. A magma chamber may be filled up within a span ranging from decades to centuries. Many mounts grow by 5 cm per year. This is a natural process.”

Some scientists hold that the volcanic system of the Earth is becoming increasingly tense and that underground cavities are full of magma threatening to burst out any moment. Whether this will be a super eruption or a string of smaller eruptions, we should prepare for the worst. –Voice of Russia

N

o doubt, the minute this gets published several more will come to my attention...

There are plenty more to look out for...
In *ASTEROID COMET METEOR* part 1 in THE HIDDEN TEXT OF NOSTRADAMUS published in 2010:

4 85 1  ASCHERA ARCHES: BREACH ARCHAEORNIS

ASCHERA: main asteroid belt  ARCHES: across the heavens
ARCHAEORNIS is Mongolia/Urals (where this fossil bird dinosaur was found)
February 15/16 2013
The fragments of the asteroid left a blazing trail in the sky and caused a strong hit wave. Most of the debris evaporated, while the remaining fragments froze over and could have come down as meteorites, scientists explained.

Urals meteorite linked to asteroid

“ARCH THE HEAVENS”. middle: very fast “craft” overtaking the asteroid, glanced off it then flew UP – diverted the trajectory, as stated in many asteroid lines AIMED by someone helping us, some might call them “angels”...

---

AND RIGHT ON THE DAY – AS STATED IN ETNA ATEN THERA
PUBLISHED MARCH 2012
& IN MARCH PISCES EASTER APRIL after 2012
at  www.hiddenTextSofnostradamus.com

Italy’s Mount Etna volcano rattled by explosive eruption

by The Extinction Protocol

---

**February 20, 2013 – ITALY** - Italy’s Mount Etna sent lava and gas shooting toward the stars early this morning (Feb. 19), the first big eruption for the volcano in 2013. The famous Sicilian volcano burst to life overnight, sending a fountain of fire into the air. The dramatic scene was captured in a video by Klaus Dorschfeldt, a videographer and webmaster at Italy's National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology. Mount Etna, one of the world's most active volcanoes, had emitted signs of an imminent paroxysm in recent weeks. On Jan. 22, lava and strong flashes in the volcano's New Southeast Crater were clearly visible from the Sicilian foothills; these often herald a new paroxysm: short, violent eruptive bursts. Dorschfeldt said he knew Mount Etna's recent signals could precede new activity. “I followed the activity of Etna for many years, and with time you learn to know it as if it were your friend,” he said in an email interview. “Following it constantly (you) learn to be a keen observer and a minor change can lead to something important,” he told OurAmazingPlanet. The tallest volcano in Europe, Mount Etna is almost constantly spewing gas or lava. Its Bocca Nuova crater also erupted earlier this year, from Jan. 10 to Jan. 20. In 2011, Etna's violent bursts were spotted from space. – *Live Science*
We will see what happens when the Caribbean asteroid from “VERMONT TOWARDS CHILE” event occurs – near Easter